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Welcome back to Virgin River with the books that started it all… Reverend
Noah Kincaid moved to Virgin River to reopen an abandoned church he
bought on eBay. Like Noah, the place is a little empty inside, but all it may
need is some loving care… The young widower arrives ready to roll up his
sleeves and build a place of worship and welcome, but he needs some help.
And the Lord works in mysterious ways. With her tight shirts and short
skirts, pastor’s assistant is not a phrase that springs to mind when Noah
meets brassy, beautiful Alicia Baldwin. The former exotic dancer needs a
respectable job so she can regain custody of her children. And Noah can’t
help but admire her spunk and motherly determination. Noah and Alicia are
an unlikely team to revitalize a church, much less build a future. The couple
has so many differences, but in Virgin River anything is possible, and
happiness is never out of the question.
Logan from Echoes of Scotland Street is back with his own smoldering
story, as the New York Times bestselling On Dublin Street series returns…
Logan spent two years paying for the mistakes he made. Now, he’s ready to
start over. He has a great apartment, a good job, and plenty of women to
distract him from his past. And one woman who is driving him to
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distraction… Grace escaped her manipulative family by moving to a new
city. Her new life, made to suit her own needs, is almost perfect. All she
needs to do is find her Mr. Right—or at least figure out a way to ignore her
irresistible yet annoying womanizer of a neighbor. Grace is determined to
have nothing to do with Logan until a life-changing surprise slowly begins
turning the wild heartbreaker into exactly the kind of strong, stable man
she’s been searching for. Only just when she begins to give into his
charms, her own messy past threatens to derail everything they’ve worked
to build…
From New York Times Bestseller, Vi Keeland, comes a sexy new standalone
novel. The first time I met Chase Parker, I didn’t exactly make a good
impression. I was hiding in the bathroom hallway of a restaurant, leaving a
message for my best friend to save me from my awful date. He overheard
and told me I was a bitch, then proceeded to offer me some dating advice.
So I told him to mind his own damn business—his own tall, gorgeous, full-ofhimself damn business—and went back to my miserable date. When he
walked by my table, he smirked, and I watched his arrogant, sexy ass walk
back to his date. I couldn’t help but sneak hidden glances at the
condescending jerk on the other side of the room. Of course, he caught me
on more than one occasion, and winked. When the gorgeous stranger and
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his equally hot date suddenly appeared at our table, I thought he was going
to rat me out. But instead, he pretended we knew each other and joined
us—telling elaborate, embarrassing stories about our fake childhood. My
date suddenly went from boring to bizarrely exciting. When it was over and
we parted ways, I thought about him more than I would ever admit, even
though I knew I’d never see him again. I mean, what were the chances I’d
run into him again in a city with eight million people? Then again... What
were the chances a month later he’d wind up being my new sexy boss?
The sport she loves is out of reach. The boy she loves wants someone else.
What now? She expected to start Harkness College as a varsity ice hockey
player. But a serious accident means that Corey Callahan will start school in
a wheelchair instead. Across the hall, in the other handicapped-accessible
dorm room, lives the too-delicious-to-be real Adam Hartley, another wouldbe hockey star with his leg broken in two places. He’s way out of Corey’s
league. Also, he’s taken. Nevertheless, an unlikely alliance blooms between
Corey and Hartley in the “gimp ghetto” of McHerrin Hall. Over tequila,
perilously balanced dining hall trays, and video games, the two cope with
disappointments that nobody else understands. They’re just friends, of
course, until one night when things fall apart. Or fall together. All Corey
knows is that she’s falling. Hard. But will Hartley set aside his trophy girl to
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love someone as broken as Corey? If he won’t, she will need to find the
courage to make a life for herself at Harkness — one which does not
revolve around the sport she can no longer play, or the brown-eyed boy
who’s afraid to love her back. . "I absolutely loved it, and I can't wait to
read the rest of her books." Colleen Hoover, bestselling author of Hopeless.
"I bought - and read - this entire series in a week. It is OMG-awesome-NA-atits-finest." Tammara Webber, bestselling author of Easy. "Sarina Bowen's
Ivy Years is my favorite New Adult series of all-time!" Elle Kennedy, New
York Times bestselling author of The Deal "This page-turner will have
readers eagerly awaiting Bowen's next book." Publisher's Weekly
__________________________________ Keywords: new adult, college, strong
heroine, bad boy, Ivy League, hockey, disability, sports romance, athletes,
friends to lovers, slow burn romance, college romance, Ivy Years, spinal
cord injury, free romance, free ebook, first in series free, free series
starter, love triangle. Hockey romance, college hockey, hockey players,
new adult, NA romance. For fans of: Sawyer Bennett, Melanie Harlow,
Corinne Michaels, Meghan March, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent, Elle Kennedy,
Tijan, CD Reiss, Kendall Ryan, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Jana Aston, K
Bromberg, Katy Evans, Jessica Hawkins, Kristen Proby, Penny Reid, Helena
Hunting, Sally Thorne, Kristen Ashley, Helen Hoang, Kylie Scott, Christina
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Lauren, Jana Aston, Sawyer Bennett, Lexi Ryan, Karina Halle, Skye Warren,
Kennedy Ryan, Jodi Ellen Mapas, Zoe York, Kristan Higgins, Jill Shalvis,
Colleen Hoover, Sara Ney, Toni Aleo, Cambria Herbert, Tammara Webber,
Colleen Hoover, Sabrina Bowen, The Chase, The Deal, Game On, Briar U, Off
Campus, The Hookup, Lexi Ryan, Jennifer Ryan, Dirty Reckless Love,
Melissa Foster, Helen Hoang, The Goal, The Score, The Mistake, Going
Under, Falling Hard, Pucked, Ruin, Rule, Jami Davenport, Lorelei James.
The One Real Thing
Down London Road
Boston Nights - Wahres Verlangen
A Hockey Romance
The Year We Fell Down

The “heartstopping” conclusion to the USA Today bestselling
White Monarch series. I’ve become a queen to the forsaken, a
leader to thieves, and the wife of a man who instills fear
in all who cross his path. He was the husband I didn’t want.
Now, I can’t fathom life without my king. I should’ve been
ready for anything. Like the caterpillar that feeds on
poison during metamorphosis, I was raised in the dangerous
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world of cartel crime. But nothing could’ve prepared me for
Cristiano de la Rosa, his brother’s poison, or the Calavera
cartel. This is still a story about a love strong enough to
topple households, unite enemies, and divide brothers.
Resilient enough to bring down those who would try to
destroy it . . . and selfless enough to make the ultimate
sacrifice. But I was warned, and so were you. Death’s day
always comes. This time, it will find what was once a
caterpillar is now a butterfly—and hell hath no fury like
the White Monarch.
The New York Times Bestselling author of the On Dublin
Street series and Play On returns to the world of the arts
in this intense and emotional standalone romance about love,
sacrifice, and surviving both. Once upon a time Skylar Finch
was the lead singer of a hugely successful American pop-rock
band. But fame made her miserable. When years of living a
lie suddenly ended in tragedy, Skylar fell off the map.
Eighteen months later she's sleeping in a tent in a cemetery
in Glasgow, making just enough money to eat by busking on
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the streets. She manages to avoid recognition, but not the
attention of one of Glasgow's ambitious A&R executives.
Killian O'Dea works at Skyscraper Records, Scotland's most
successful record label. Raised by his uncle and owner of
the label, Killian's upbringing would have been devoid of
affection entirely if it wasn't for his loving sister.
Killian is unflinchingly determined to bring the label more
success than ever, and the young homeless woman who busks on
Buchanan Street is going to help him do that. Her music
speaks to him in a way he refuses to over-analyze. All he
knows is that if it can touch his dark soul, it'll set
everyone else's alight. Skylar makes it clear that she
doesn't want to sign with him. But when she experiences the
dangerous reality of a woman sleeping rough, Skylar has no
one else but Killian to turn to. An undeniable connection
forms between them. But Skylar doesn't want the career
Killian is trying to forge for her, and when her past comes
back to haunt her Killian will be faced with a decision that
could ruin him. He must either free Skylar from his selfish
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machinations and destroy everything he's ever worked for, or
lose a woman who has come to mean more to him than he ever
thought possible.
The sexy and deeply romantic internationally bestselling
novel that inspired the blockbuster Netflix movie. Laura
Biel and her boyfriend are on a dream vacation in beautiful
Sicily. On the second day of their trip, her twenty-ninth
birthday, she is kidnapped. Her kidnapper is none other than
the head of a powerful Sicilian crime family, the incredibly
handsome, young Don - Massimo Toricelli, who is determined
to possess her at all cost. Massimo has his reasons. During
an earlier attempt on his life, a vision appeared before his
eyes: a beautiful woman, identical to Laura. After surviving
the attack, he vows that he will find the woman in his
vision and make her his own. No matter what. For 365 days,
Massimo will keep Laura captive in his palatial estate and
attempt to win her heart. If she doesn’t fall in love with
him during this time, he will let her go. But if she tries
to escape at any point, he will track her down and kill her
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entire family. Soon Laura develops a fascination with her
handsome and powerful captor. But as a precarious, risky
relationship forms between them, forces outside their
control threaten to tear them apart . . .
From the author of the Bad Boy Novels Down to You and Up to
Me Passion as hot as midnight in the South and love as wild
as the horses they tame. The darling daughter of a champion
Thoroughbred breeder, Camille “Cami” Hines has a pedigree
that rivals some of her father’s best horses. Other than
feeling a little suffocated at times, Cami thought she was
happy with her boyfriend, her life and her future—until she
met Patrick Henley. “Trick” blurs the lines between what
Cami wants and what is expected of her—and he just happens
to be so sexy she can’t keep her hands off him. While they
both know that Trick would lose his much needed job on the
ranch if anyone finds out, they can’t resist the lure of
their scorchingly hot encounters. But when Trick stumbles
upon a note from his father, it triggers a series of
revelations that could ruin what he and Cami have worked so
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hard to overcome. It turns out there’s more to Trick’s
presence at the ranch than either of them knew, and secrets
with the power to tear them apart…
Butterfly in Frost
Here With Me
As Dust Dances
Hate Notes
Things We Never Said
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Samantha Young… Autumn O’Dea has always
tried to see the best in people while her big brother, Killian, has always tried to protect her from the
worst. While their lonely upbringing made Killian a cynic, it isn’t in Autumn’s nature to be anything but
warm and open. However, after a series of relationship disasters and the unsettling realization that
she’s drifting aimlessly through life, Autumn wonders if she’s left herself too vulnerable to the world.
Deciding some distance from the security blanket of her brother and an unmotivated life in Glasgow is
exactly what she needs to find herself, Autumn takes up her friend’s offer to stay at a ski resort in the
snowy hills of Montana. Some guy-free alone time on Whitetail Mountain sounds just the thing to get to
know herself better. However, she wasn’t counting on colliding into sexy Grayson King on the slopes.
Autumn has never met anyone like Gray. Confident, smart, with a wicked sense of humor, he makes the
men she dated seem like boys. Her attraction to him immediately puts her on the defense because being
open-hearted in the past has only gotten it broken. Yet it becomes increasingly difficult to resist a man
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who is not only determined to seduce her, but adamant about helping her find her purpose in life and
embrace the person she is. Autumn knows she shouldn’t fall for Gray. It can only end badly. After all
their lives are divided by an ocean and their inevitable separation is just another heart break away… The
Kristen Proby Crossover Collection features a new novel by Kristen Proby and six books by some of her
favorite writers: Kristen Proby – Soaring with Fallon Sawyer Bennett – Wicked Force KL Grayson –
Crazy Imperfect Love Laura Kaye – Worth Fighting For Monica Murphy – Nothing Without You Rachel
Van Dyken – All Stars Fall Samantha Young – Hold On
From the bestselling author of On Dublin Street, 'Scotland's EL James' (Sunday Post) comes a seductive
story of forgiving the past and making up for lost time.... Shannon MacLeod has always gone for the
wrong type of man. After she drifted from one toxic relationship to the next, her last boyfriend gave her
a wake-up call in the worst possible way. With her world shattered, she's sworn off men - especially
those of the bad-boy variety. Cole Walker is exactly the sort that Shannon wants to avoid - gorgeous,
tattooed, charming, and cocky. But his rough exterior hides a good man - one who's determined to pull
Shannon from her self-imposed solitude and win her heart. As Shannon begins to open up, the passion
between them ignites to blazing levels. But when her past comes back to haunt her, her fears may
destroy the trust Cole has built between them - and tear them apart for good . . . '[The] On Dublin Street
series is a total winner' - Dear Author Watch the trailer here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEUzg-9V4-k
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and
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other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
I fell for Connor Drake. I didn't want to; I fought against it, but I fell in love with him anyway. With his
words. With his poetry. With him. The gentleness and beauty of his soul that speaks directly to mine. He
writes as if he can feel my heart, hear its cadence and compose the exact right lyrics to accompany
every beat and flow. I'm in love with Connor...so why do I feel an inexplicable pull to his best friend,
Weston? Grouchy, sullen, brooding Weston Turner, who could cut you down with a look. Fiercely
intelligent with a razor sharp wit and acid tongue, he's the exact opposite of Connor in every way, and
yet there's electricity in the air between us. The thorny barbs Weston wraps around himself can't keep
me away. But the more time I spend with these men, the more tangled and confused my emotions
become. When they both sign up for the Army Reserves during a time of increasing strife in the Middle
East, I fear I'll never unravel my own heart that sometimes feels as if it will tear straight down the
middle...for both of them. ********** Bring Down the Stars is an emotional, angst-filled novel of
unrequited love by bestselling author, Emma Scott, and is inspired by the classic tale, Cyrano de
Bergerac. (Roxanne) It is Book I in the Beautiful Hearts Duet, coming this summer. Book II, Long Live
the Beautiful Hearts, to be released a few weeks later. THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL LOVE TRIANGLE
Castle Hill
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Bring Down the Stars
Much Ado About You
Fall From India Place
Hero

"Funny. Swoon worthy. Heartwarming. An unforgettable story
and an incredible start to the series! A new favorite!" Devney Perry, USA Today Bestselling Author If you’re a guy
like me, and you find yourself having banged your sexy new
boss—the school principal—in the back of your Jeep one
drunken night, here’s a few takeaways based on my
experience... Lesson One: Always get her FULL name. Lesson
Two: Consider asking what she does for a living. Lesson
Three: Find out why she’s moved to town. Get details.
Details are crucial. Lesson Four: Don’t alter her bio in
front of an auditorium of high school students unless you
know she has a sense of humor for that sort of thing.
Lesson Five: If you ignore Lesson Four, apologize instead
of flirt when you’re sent to the principal’s office. Lesson
Six: NEVER sleep with her again. Lesson Seven: Pay
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attention to this one—it’s the most important of them all.
Don’t fall for your one-night stand. Class dismissed.
"These characters were funny, relatable, and real, making
it an addictive page turner I couldn't get enough of!" Kennedy Fox, USA Today Bestselling Author ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
CRIME The world’s most famous detective surprises us again
with the brilliant solutions to two seemingly impossible
cases. The master detective solves the case of the horrible
murder of a young woman in The Speckled Band. Smile with
him and Watson as they listen to the puzzling story of one
of their odd clients, who is not so odd after all, in The
Red-Headed League. Dossier: London at the Time of Sherlock
Holmes
From New York Times bestselling author Meghan March comes a
saga of forbidden love and second chances. They say a
Riscoff and a Gable can never live happily ever after. Not
with a family feud that is the stuff of legends. I used to
believe that—until I caught a glimpse of a woman who took
my breath away. I didn’t know or care what her name was.
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Like any man who sees and knows what he wants, I went after
her. I certainly didn’t expect her to be Whitney Gable. We
burned like a flash fire until everything went sideways,
and she married another man. She hates me now, and she
should. I objected on her wedding day. She was out of my
reach for years, but now she’s home again—and there’s no
ring on her finger. They say a Riscoff and a Gable can
never live happily ever after… but I’m not done with
Whitney Gable. I’m getting my second chance, and this time
I’ll do whatever it takes to prove them all wrong.
___________________________________ "Already at the very
top of her game, Meghan March's Richer Than Sin doesn't
just raise the bar on romance, it shatters the ceiling."
~T.M. Frazier, USA Today Bestselling Author "RICHER THAN
SIN IS PURE, UNADULTERATED TEMPTATION...IT WILL LEAVE YOU
OBSESSED!" ~Marie's Tempting Reads! "OH MY GOD! The drama.
The angst. The twists and turns. The sexy times. I. AM.
MIND. BLOWN! This was ANOTHER LEVEL. And I'm coming undone
after reading it. Guyssssss!!! THIS. THIS. THIS. What a
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freaking ride. Just wow. I can't catch my breath.
Absolutely jaw-dropping." ~Angie, Angie's Dreamy Reads
"Richer Than Sin is everything I have come to expect from
Meghan March's books, multiplied by ten!" ~Naughty Book
Blog "Meghan March delivers a captivating, fast-paced, full
of drama and sexy story!" ~Read More Sleep Less Blog "This
is not our typical Meghan March book. It's Meghan March x
102836263. It's everything we want in her books but even
more delicious...more action-packed...just MORE."
~Goodreads Reviewer “My favorite Meghan March book to date,
Richer Than Sin is addictive, twisty and passionate.”
~Kamrun Nessa, HEA USA Today "Richer Than Sin was
everything... big, big emotions on every page with two
characters that are going to hook in you deep right from
the start with a story you won't soon forget.” ~Renee
Entress's Blog Let’s talk about addicting reads for a hot
second here. Because this book? This is a second chance
romance meet Romeo and Juliet vibes. It’s sizzling hot.
It’s deliciously angsty. It’s a page turner from beginning
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to a jaw dropping end. ~Girly Girl Romance Why can’t I give
this 10 Stars? Lincoln and Whitney have stolen a piece of
my heart! ~Carolina Chic's Read Meghan March always excites
and thrills. She kicks off a brand new trilogy that is sure
to please romance readers. There’s a little bit of
everything in this one. *Forbidden Love *Family Drama
*Angst *Suspense. All that goodness wrapped up in a
beautiful package. A seriously beautiful package! ~Book
Twins Reviews I was not disappointed!! I gotta hand it to
her. She sure knows how to start a series with a BANG! ~The
Book Bee ___________________________________ Family feud,
forbidden romance, second chance romance, enemies-tolovers, small-town romance, hidden romance, strong alpha,
alpha hero, alpha billionaire, billionaire, billionaire
heir, family business, celebrity, rockstar, famous, strong
female lead, strong heroine
Der neue Roman der "Dublin Street"-SpiegelBestsellerautorin Samantha Young Nicht nur die Welt,
sondern das gesamte Universum hat sich gegen sie
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verschworen. Auf jeden Fall kommt es Ava so vor. Denn ihr
Sitznachbar ist der arrogante Schotte, der sie am Flughafen
fast über den Haufen gerannt hat. Während des Fluges
wünscht sie sich noch Abstand, doch abends im Hotelzimmer
kann sie Caleb nicht nah genug sein. Dennoch ist sein
Angebot, eine lockere Affäre zu beginnen, mehr als
unverschämt. Empört lässt Ava ihn abblitzen. Als sie ihm
erneut über den Weg läuft, muss sie immer noch an den
besten One-Night-Stand ihres Lebens denken. Warum also
nicht Calebs Vorschlag zustimmen und unverbindlichen Spaß
haben. Immerhin besteht nicht die Gefahr, ihr Herz zu
verlieren, oder? Es wird turbulent und sexy... »[Youngs]
Romane haben einfach alles - umwerfend geschrieben, sexy
Charaktere, Herzschmerz - ich bin süchtig danach.« SPIEGELBestsellerautorin Vi Keeland »Lustig, herzzerreißend,
darmatisch und leidenschaftlich« The Reading Cafe »Es wird
dich umhauen - eine unvergessliche Liebesgeschichte.«
Romantic Times Book Reviews
Pleasures of the Night
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Hold On: A Play On/Big Sky Novella
Moonlight on Nightingale Way
Liebesroman
Follow Me Back
Welcome to Much Ado About Books, a bookshop where dust and dreams sparkle in the
air . . . At thirty-three-years old, Evie's life in Chicago is missing that special
something. When she's passed over for promotion at work, Evie realizes she needs to
make a change. Impulsively, she plans a holiday in a quaint English village. The
holiday package comes with a temporary position at Much Ado About Books, the
bookshop underneath her new flat. There's no better getaway for the bookish Evie, a
life-long Shakespeare lover. Not only is Evie swept up in running the delightful store as
soon as she arrives, she's drawn into the lives, loves and drama of the friendly
villagers. Including Roane Robson, a ridiculously sexy farmer. In spite of their
undeniable chemistry, Evie's determined to keep him at bay: she's got to go back to her
real life, after all, and a holiday romance can only end in heartbreak . . . right? Joyful,
irresistible and utterly heart-warming, MUCH ADO ABOUT YOU is the perfect cosy
getaway romance read for 2021. Praise for Samantha Young: 'Sexy chemistry and gutwrenching emotions kept me turning the pages!' Kristen Proby 'Samantha Young's
enchanting couples and delicious romances make her books an autobuy' Smexy Book
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'Ms. Young dives deep into the psyche of what makes a person tick emotionally' Fiction
Vixen 'Smart and sexy, Young writes stories that stay with you long after you flip that
last page' Under the Covers 'It took over my life until I finished reading it' Netgalley 'A
viscerally moving love story' Goodreads 'Full of charm' Goodreads 'Stunning prose
and raw characters' Goodreads
The New York Times bestselling author of the On Dublin Street series returns to
Hartwell, Delaware—the perfect place to get away from it all, and find what you never
knew you needed.... Bailey Hartwell has many reasons to feel content—her successful
business, a close circle of friends, and her steady boyfriend…even if their romance feels
staid after ten years without a serious commitment. The only challenge in her life
comes in the form of sexy businessman Vaughn Tremaine. She thinks the ex-New
Yorker acts superior and that he considers her a small-town nobody. But when
Bailey’s blindsided by a betrayal, she’s shocked to discover Vaughn is actually a
decent guy. Vaughn admires Bailey’s free spirit, independence, and loyalty. As his
passion for her has grown, his antagonism toward her has only worsened. Every little
thing Bailey does seduces him. But when Vaughn’s painful emotional past makes him
walk away in fear he will hurt her, it opens an old wound in Bailey, and she
uncharacteristically retreats. Once Vaughn begins to realize he’s made the biggest
mistake of his life, he has no choice but to fight like he’s never fought before to
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convince Bailey that the love they’ve found together only comes around once in a
lifetime….
Passionate and romantic, On Dublin Street is a captivating and bittersweet story of the
redemptive power of love. Perfect for fans of the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy.
'Scotland's answer to E. L. James' Sunday Post Jocelyn Butler has been hiding from
her past for years. But all her secrets are about to be laid bare . . . Four years ago,
Jocelyn left her tragic past behind in the States and started over in Scotland, free of
any attachments. But all that is about to change when when she moves into a new
apartment on Dublin Street, and meets a man who shakes her carefully guarded world
to its core. Braden Carmichael is used to getting what he wants, and he wants Jocelyn.
Knowing she's not looking for a relationship, he proposes an arrangement that will
satisfy their intense attraction with no strings attached. Jocelyn soon realises that
Braden won't be satisfied with just mind-blowing passion. The stubborn Scotsman is
intent on truly knowing her . . . down to the very soul. 'This extraordinary debut
combines a true gift for storytelling with a liberal dose of racy encounters. But what
really sets it apart is exquisite characterisation' Daily Record 'Highly recommend this
one' USA Today
New York Times Bestselling Author Samantha Young returns to Hart's Boardwalk in
this emotional new story about taking chances and finding redemption... Nine years
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ago, Emery Saunders moved to Hartwell to start her life over as a bookstore owner.
Her inability to trust people made it hard for her to find a place in the small community
until Jessica Lawson moved to town and befriended the shy beauty. But there was one
person in Hartwell who tried to befriend Emery long before Jessica arrived... Jack
Devlin has his secrets. One of them is that he fell hard for Emery the moment she
appeared in Hartwell. Another is that his father blackmailed him into covering up a
dark family tragedy. It forced Jack to sever his relationships to protect the people he
cared about. Yet, staying away from Emery has not been easy throughout the years and
he hasn't always succeeded. When Jack's mixed signals hurt Emery once again, she
puts him out of her heart for good. Until the Devlin family secret is finally revealed,
freeing Jack from his father's machinations. What Jack wants more than anything is
to repair his relationships, starting with Emery. However, Emery isn't ready to forgive
and Jack's not ready to give up. And when the town's latest scandal ties Jack and
Emery together, Jack is not above using their new reality to prove to Emery once and
for all that their love is worthy of the legend of Hart's Boardwalk.
The Wild Ones
High Risk
Play on
Fight or Flight
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Into the Deep
'Mysterious, all-consuming and pretty damn good' Closer 'Humour, heartbreak,
drama, and passion.' The Reading Café A series of serendipitous encounters lead
to sizzling romance in this new book from the New York Times bestselling author of
On Dublin Street and Hero . . . The universe is conspiring against Ava Breevort.
She's flying home to Boston for the saddest of reasons when her emotional cloud
becomes a real one - of volcanic ash. Stranded, her last ditch attempt to salvage
the trip is thwarted by an arrogant Scotsman, who steals a first class seat out from
under her. Then over the course of their journey home, their antagonism somehow
lands them in bed for the steamiest layover Ava's ever had. And that's all it is - jetlag induced insanity - until Caleb, AKA Mr Arrogant Himself, shows up on her
doorstep. Pure chance has landed Caleb in Boston, but he's determined to enjoy
himself - and Ava - while he's there. Ava gives in because a) her heart is safe since
she barely likes Caleb, b) his existence in her life is temporary and c) it's by a mile
high club the best sex of her life. When his stay in Boston becomes permanent,
Ava must decide whether to fight her feelings for him or give into them. And even
if she does decide to risk her heart on Caleb, there is no guarantee her stubborn
Scot will want to risk his heart on her . . . 'Heartwarming, sizzling and captivating. .
. . [Young's characters] are complex, a little flawed, and at their core good people
struggling to make it in this crazy world. . . . ' Caffeinated Book Reviewer
'Ridiculously incendiary chemistry.' Dear Author 'Scotland's answer to E. L. James'
Sunday Post 'A true gift for storytelling' Daily Record 'Young writes stories that stay
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with you long after you flip that last page.' Under the Covers
'Sexy chemistry and gut-wrenching emotions kept me turning the pages!' Kristen
Proby 'Mysterious, all-consuming and pretty damn good' Closer Dahlia McGuire
likes her quiet life in Hartwell, Delaware. The small, friendly town is the perfect
place to hide from her family and the tragic events that led to their estrangement.
But when the person she loves most in the world, her father, needs her, Dahlia
must return to Boston to face her ghosts. And that includes her ex-boyfriend's best
friend, Michael Sullivan: the man she was never supposed to fall in love with.
Michael Sullivan has never forgotten Dahlia McGuire. Some might say he's never
gotten over her. For years he lived with the anger of her desertion, and now, newlydivorced, he's finally ready to move on - until Dahlia suddenly returns. Despite
everything, Michael still wants her, but Dahlia can't seem to let go of the tangled
emotions of the past. It's time for truths left unsaid to finally be spoken, or Michael
and Dahlia might find themselves torn apart forever . . . Discover why Samantha
Young is known as 'Scotland's E. L. James' 'A true gift for storytelling' Daily Record
'[Young] is a goddess when it comes to writing hot scenes' Once Upon a Twilight 'It
took over my life until I finished reading it' Gemma Alice on The One Real Thing,
Netgalley
Once, I would never have imagined myself here. But I'm settled now. In a place I
love, in a home I renovated, spending time with new friends I adore, and working a
job that fulfills me. I am reconciling the past and laying the groundwork for the
future.
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Settled in the tranquil remoteness of the Scottish Highlands, Ardnoch Estate caters
to the rich and famous. It is as unattainable and as mysterious as its owner -exHollywood leading man Lachlan Adair-and it's poised on the edge of a dark
scandal. After narrowly escaping death, police officer Robyn Penhaligon leaves
behind her life in Boston in search of some answers. Starting with Mac Galbraith,
the Scottish father who abandoned her to pursue his career in private security. To
re-connect with Mac, Robyn will finally meet a man she's long resented. Lachlan
Adair. Hostility instantly brews between Robyn and Lachlan. She thinks the head of
the Adair family is high-handed and self-important. And finding closure with Mac is
proving more difficult than she ever imagined. Robyn would sooner leave Ardnoch,
but when she discovers Mac is embroiled in a threat against the Adairs and the
exclusive members of the estate, she finds she's not yet ready to give up on her
father. Determined to ensure Mac's safety, Robyn investigates the disturbing
crimes at Ardnoch, forcing her and Lachlan to spend time together. Soon it
becomes clear a searing attraction exists beneath their animosity, and temptation
leads them down a perilous path. While they discover they are connected by
something far more addictive than passion, Lachlan cannot let go of his grip on a
painful past: a past that will destroy his future ... if the insidious presence of an
enemy lurking in the shadows of Ardnoch doesn't do the job first.
Violent Triumphs
The Truest Thing (Hart's Boardwalk #4)
Bossman
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Dirty Sexy Player
Every Little Thing
The unmissable, sensual sequel to On Dublin Street. Perfect for fans
of the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy. 'Scotland's answer to E. L.
James' Sunday Post Johanna Walker knows what she wants. And that's a
strong, steady, financially secure man who will treat her well and
look after her and her little brother, Cole - something her parents
have never done. But when she meets the gorgeous Cameron MacCabe, a
new bartender at work, Jo can't deny the instant and undeniable
attraction she feels. Cam doesn't fit into her strict specifications
of her perfect partner at all - but for once she is tempted to let her
heart rule her head. And as their intense connection grows, Jo has to
stop hiding the truth about herself and her family. Is Cam prepared to
accept Jo for who she really is? And is Jo willing to let someone into
her life for keeps? IF YOU LOVED DOWN LONDON ROAD, DON'T MISS THE
THRILLING THIRD BOOK IN THE SERIES, BEFORE JAMAICA LANE
Fate has other plans for them . . . Ambra Vinter is a reporter for one
of the county's biggest evening newspapers. She is clever, cocky and
idealistic. She has been sent to cover a story in the cold and snowy
eternal darkness that is Kiruna in December. Haunted by a past
threatening to catch up with her she quickly discovers that the easy
job nobody wanted to take has hidden depths. Tom Lexington is a
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security expert and elite soldier who has come back from captivity and
torture in Tchad. Traumatized by his experiences, Tom is hiding out in
a friend's luxury cabin in the wintry woods. He is also in Kiruna to
win back the woman he loves. The last thing Tom needs is an arrogant
big city reporter to complicate matters and the furthest thing from
Ambra's mind is getting mixed up with a gruff, chauvinistic caveman
like Tom . . . But like two magnets, they are inexorably drawn to one
another . . . Will what happens north of the Arctic Circle stay north
of the Arctic Circle? Praise for All In "Everything a reader could
want!"- New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James "Sexy, smart,
and completely unputdownable. Breathtaking, from start to finish." New York Times bestselling author Tessa Dare "I've been searching for
this feeling all year: this book left me absolutely breathless." - New
York Times bestselling author Christina Lauren
"Follow Me Back is the perfect mix of fandom with just the right
amount of suspense. An enthralling page turner from beginning to end."
—Anna Todd, New York Times bestselling author of the After series
Tessa Hart's world feels very small. Confined to her bedroom with
agoraphobia, her one escape is the online fandom for pop sensation
Eric Thorn. When he tweets to his fans, it's like his speaking
directly to her... Eric Thorn is frightened by his obsessive fans.
They take their devotion way too far. It doesn't help that his PR team
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keeps posting to encourage their fantasies. When a fellow pop star is
murdered at the hands of a fan, Eric knows he has to do something to
shatter his online image fast—like take down one of his top Twitter
followers. But Eric's plan to troll @TessaHeartsEric unexpectedly
evolves into an online relationship deeper than either could have
imagined. And when the two arrange to meet IRL, what should have made
for the world's best episode of Catfish takes a deadly turn... Told
through tweets, direct messages, and police transcripts, this thriller
for the online generation will keep you guessing right up to the
shocking end.
The rules: no kissing on the mouth, no staying the night, no telling
anyone, and above all… No falling in love. Anna Jones just wants to
finish college and figure out her life. Falling for star quarterback
Drew Baylor is certainly not on her to do list. Confident and
charming, he lives in the limelight and is way too gorgeous for his
own good. If only she could ignore his heated stares and stop thinking
about doing hot and dirty things with him. Easy right? Too bad he’s
committed to making her break every rule… Football has been good to
Drew. It’s given him recognition, two National Championships, and the
Heisman. But what he really craves is sexy yet prickly Anna Jones. Her
cutting humor and blatant disregard for his fame turns him on like
nothing else. But there’s one problem: she's shut him down.
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Completely. That is until a chance encounter leads to the hottest sex
of their lives, along with the possibility of something great.
Unfortunately, Anna wants it to remain a hook up. Now it’s up to Drew
to tempt her with more: more sex, more satisfaction, more time with
him. Until she’s truly hooked. It's a good thing Drew knows all about
winning. All’s fair in love and football…Game on.
Flirting with Fire
The Golden Legend
Leviathan
the perfect cosy getaway romance read for 2021
Forbidden Falls

Includes an excerpt from Stars over Castle Hill.
The New York Times bestselling author of On Dublin Street, Down London Road, and
Before Jamaica Lane returns with a story about letting go of the past and learning to trust
in the future.... When Hannah Nichols last saw Marco D’Alessandro five long years
ago, he broke her heart. The bad boy with a hidden sweet side was the only guy Hannah
ever loved—and the only man she’s ever been with. After one intense night of giving in
to temptation, Marco took off, leaving Scotland and Hannah behind. Shattered by the
consequences of their night together, Hannah has never truly moved on. Leaving
Hannah was the biggest mistake of Marco’s life—something he has deeply regretted for
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years. So when fate reunites them, he refuses to let her go without a fight. Determined to
make her his, Marco pursues Hannah, reminding her of all the reasons they’re meant to
be together.... But just when Marco thinks they’re committed to a future together,
Hannah makes a discovery that unearths the secret pain she’s been hiding from him—a
secret that could tear them apart before they have a real chance to start over again....
The sensual, romantic follow-up to On Dublin Street and Down London Road. Perfect
for fans of the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy 'Scotland's answer to E. L. James' Sunday Post
Edinburgh was going to be a fresh start for Olivia Holloway. Crippled by shyness around
the opposite sex, Olivia nevertheless meets gorgeous postgraduate Nate Sawyer and
decides it is time to push her fears aside. Before long, Olivia and Nate form a close
friendship and she finds herself confessing her deepest secrets, and Nate, being her best
friend, offers to teach her the art of flirting. As Olivia and Nate's friendship turns intense
it soon blossoms into a passionate love affair. For the first time Olivia opens her heart but
what she doesn't realise is that Nate has his own fears and just when she finds herself
hopelessly falling for him, Nate's past returns to haunt him. Will Nate have the courage to
confide in Olivia, or will he cut and run? And can Olivia face up to her own fears and
keep him?
"Alexa Holland's father was her hero--until her shocking discovery that her mother and
she weren't his only family. Ever since, Alexa has worked to turn her life in a different
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direction and forge her own identity outside of his terrible secrets. But when she meets a
man who's as damaged by her father's mistakes as she is, Alexa must help him"-On Dublin Street
Sherlock Holmes Stories
Richer Than Sin
A2-niveau ERK
Lessons from a One-Night Stand
Charley Redford was just an ordinary girl until Jake Caplin moved to her small town in Indiana
and convinced her she was extraordinary. Almost from day one Jake pulled Charley into the
deep and promised he was right there with her. But when a tragic incident darkened Jake's life
he waded out into the shallows and left Charley behind. Almost four years later Charley thinks
she's moved on. That is until she takes a study year abroad in Edinburgh and bumps into none
other than Jake Caplin at a party with his new girlfriend. The bad-boy-turned-good attempts to
convince Charley to forgive him, and as her best friend starts spending time with Jake's, Charley
calls a truce, only to find herself tumbling back into a friendship with him. As they grow closer,
the spark between them flares and begins playing havoc with their lives and relationships. When
jealousy and longing rear their destructive heads, Charley and Jake struggle to come to grips
with what they mean to one another. And even if they work it out, there is no guarantee Charley
will ever trust Jake to lead her back into the deep...
Leviathan Thomas Hobbes - Written during the chaos of the English Civil War, Thomas Hobbes'
Leviathan asks how, in a world of violence and horror, can we stop ourselves from descending
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into anarchy? Hobbes' case for a 'common-wealth' under a powerful sovereign - or 'Leviathan' to enforce security and the rule of law, shocked his contemporaries, and his book was publicly
burnt for sedition the moment it was published. But his penetrating work of political philosophy now fully revised and with a new introduction for this edition - opened up questions about the
nature of statecraft and society that influenced governments across the world "Leviathan" is a
work of political philosophy. Written by Thomas Hobbes during a time of civil war, it argues that
sovereign rule is the most stable form of government. An early proponent of social contract
theory, Hobbes' observations regarding the dangers of unrestrained individual freedom have
influenced generations of thinkers.
Braden Carmichael never imagined he'd fall as hard and as fast as he did for Jocelyn Butler. He
also could not have anticipated how difficult it would be to convince her to give in to love. But
now that he has her, he's never letting go. He's got it all planned-the passionate proposal, the
dream wedding, the sexy Hawaiian honeymoon-even the perfect family they'll start. After trying
to flee from her painful past, Joss is finally allowing herself to embrace the future. But when
things start moving faster than she anticipated, she finds herself panicking over something
Braden can't understand. After everything they've been through, Joss is sure that their love can
survive even her worst fears. But, this time, she may push Braden too far-and risk losing
everything all over again...
There are sensuous pleasures that can only be tasted in the night . . . He comes to her in the
twilight between sleep and consciousness to fulfill her secret desires. Lyssa Bates has never
experienced such ecstasy, brought to her by a man whose deep, soul-penetrating blue eyes
hold the promise of tempting intimacies and decadent pleasures. But this stranger, this lover,
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this immortal seducer is only a dream—a phantom of her nocturnal fantasies—until he appears,
inexplicably, at her door in the flesh! Lyssa aches for the reality of him, but there is grave danger
in surrender. Because Captain Aidan Cross is on a mission, and the passion that consumes
them both, body and soul, could have dire consequences in a world of dreams . . . and in the
waking one as well.
365 Days
Before Jamaica Lane
Echoes of Scotland Street
The Hook Up
365 Dni

The New York Times bestselling author of On Dublin Street is back with the first in a sexy new
romance series set in a small town on the Delaware coastline. Welcome to Hartwell, a quiet
seaside escape where uncovering old secrets could lead one woman to discover the meaning of a
love that lasts… While Doctor Jessica Huntington engages with the inmates at the women’s
correctional facility where she works, she’s always careful to avoid emotional attachments in
her personal life. Loss and betrayal taught her that lesson long ago. But when she comes across a
set of old love letters in the prison’s library and visits the picturesque town of Hartwell to
deliver them to their intended recipient, she finds herself unable to resist the town’s charm—and
her attraction to the sexy owner of a local bar proves equally hard to deny. Since his divorce
from his unfaithful ex-wife, Cooper Lawson has focused on what really matters: his family and
the boardwalk pub they’ve owned for generations. But the first time Jessica steps into his bar,
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Cooper is beyond tempted to risk his heart on her. Yet as their attraction grows hotter and
Jessica remains stubbornly closed off, he begins to realize it will take more than just passion to
convince her there’s only one real thing in life worth fighting for….
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